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1. The aim of the agreement is to obtain a unique federation in order to let aerial sports and pole sports be 

recognised by GAISF following one of the bullet points: 

• Try to find an agreement with IPSF under the negotiation of GAISF 

• If IPSF will  not collaborate with POSA and all  of the union of the pole and aerial sports federation, the 

goal will  be to apply directly to GAISF to removing the actual GAISF members (IPSF) observer status. 

• If IPSF will  not cooperate, POSA will , in the meanwhile, try to reach recognition through an International 

Recognised Olympic Federation as an associate member of that Federation (i.e. FIG, WDSF). 

2. To respect the goal  of the agreement, WAAPA will  be closed immediately. 

3. POSA will  open the commission of Parasport and the commission of Aerial Disciplines. 

4. Alexander Zakirov will  be the head of the Aerials Commission for POSA and will  sit on the POSA board. 

5. Alexander Zakirov will  appoint members of the Aerial Division. One member will  be chosen by POSA. WAAPA 

will  also choose one member to sit on the Pole Sport Commission. 

6. Marco Tomasini will  be the head of Parasport commission for POSA and will  sit on the POSA board with a 

leading voice of PARA POLE sector. Both positions will have same responsibilities and sa me decision-making 

power. 

7. Marco Tomasini will  appoint the members of the Parasport Division. One member will  be choose by POSA. 

8. The rule book for all  pole sport will  be the POSA Rules/Regulations/Code fo Points. 

9. The rule book for aerial sports and the list of the aerial sports will be incorporated from the WAAPA 

organization. 

10. The next European championship will be held according to the POSA choice, that was made in the last AGM. 

11. POSA will  create the following category of memberships: 

a) National Membership 

b) Continental Membership 

c) Associate Membership 

12. Continental Federation will  be the following: 

a) EUROPE: Alexander Zakirov will  lead the continental federation and the vice-president will  be chosen by 

POSA. Election must be obtained by the rest of the board, to follow our status. 

b) SOUTH AMERICA: Ekaterina Zakirova will  lead the continental federation and the vice-president will  be 

chosen by POSA. Election must be obtained by the rest of the board, to follow our status. 

c) NORTH AMERICA: The Chariman of the USA POSA Federation will  lead the federation and the vice-

president will  be chosen by WAAPA. Election must be obtained by the rest of the board, to follow our 

status. 

d) ASIA: A member decided by the President of ParaSport Commission and POSA President will  lead the 

continental  federation and two vice-presidents will  be chosen one by POSA and one by WAAPA. Election 

must be obtained by the rest of the board, to follow our status. 

e) AFRICA: Marco Tomasini will  lead the continental federation and the vice-president will  be chosen by 

POSA. Election must be obtained by the rest of the board, to follow our status. 

f) OCEANIA: Alessandra Marchetti will  lead the continental federation and the vice-president will  be chosen 

by WAAPA. Election must be obtained by the rest of the board, to follow our status. 

13. Continental Federations can have national associate members. The associate members will  have the right to 

participate in the continental championship with the ha lf of the open position given to a full  member. The 

associate member can participate to all  the courses organised by the Continental Federation. The associate 

member needs to pay the required fees to the Continental Federation. The associate member can join 

without vote to the continental AGM. Continental Federations can apply a fee to the national  or associate 

member, but the fee can’t be higher than the international fees. 

14. All the Presidents of the Continental  Federations will  sit on the POSA board 
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15. POSA will  recognised the following Federation: 

g) Russia: a member decided by the president of POSA and the head of the Parasport Commission will be 

recognised by POSA. The actual member of POSA and WAAPA can decide to close their federation and 

they need to be admitted in the new full  member as two commissions: one for the aerial sports headed 

by WAAPA members and one for the pole sports headed by POSA members. 

h) Ukraine: POSA Member remains recognised by POSA and WAAPA member can join the POSA federation 

as a commission for aerial sports. 

i) Belarus: POSA Member remains recognised by POSA a nd WAAPA member can join the POSA federation 

as a commission for aerial sports. 

j) Germany: WAAPA Federation will  be admitted as full  member of POSA. 

k) Malta: WAAPA Federation will  be admitted as full  member of POSA. 

l) Switzerland: WAAPA Federation will  be admitted as full  member of POSA. 

m) Mexico: POSA Member remains recognised by POSA and WAAPA member can join the POSA federation 

as a commission for aerial sports. Mexican Federation is growing slowly and needs to be assisted and 

reinforced. For this reason, Alexander Zakirov will  be the President of the Mexican Federation.  

n) Estonia: WAAPA Federation will  be admitted as full  member of POSA. 

o) Italy: WAAPA Federation will  be admitted as full  member of POSA. The new POSA member will  appoint 

Alessandra Marchetti as the head of Pole Discipline. FISAC will  be only the official national training 

centre. FISAC will  not become associate Continental member. 

p) Czech Republic: POSA Member remains recognised by POSA and WAAPA member can join the POSA 

federation as a commission for aerial sports. 

q) South Korea: POSA Member remains recognised by POSA. 

r) Finland: POSA Member remains recognised by POSA. 

s) France: POSA Member remains recognised by POSA. 

t) Brazil: POSA Member remains recognised by POSA. 

u) United States of America: POSA Member remains recognised by POSA. 

v) Canada: POSA Member remains recognised by POSA. 

w) Slovakia: POSA Member remains recognised by POSA and WAAPA member can join the POSA federation 

as a commission for aerial sports. 

x) Spain: POSA Member remains recognised by POSA. 

y) Greece: POSA Member remains recognised by POSA. 

z) Latvia: WAAPA Federation will  be admitted as full  member of POSA. 

aa) Poland: WAAPA Federation will  be admitted as full  member of POSA. 

bb) Kazakhstan: WAAPA Federation will  be admitted as full  member of POSA. 

cc) Uzbekistan: WAAPA Federation will  be admitted as full  member of POSA. 

dd) India: POSA Member remains recognised by POSA. 

ee) Hungary: WAAPA federation will  be recognised as POSA member after the end of the registration process 

in Hungary. 

16. If a federation is not going to be recognised at an international level by POSA, and that federation before the 

union of WAAPA and POSA was a member of WAAPA or POSA, that federation, if it refuses to be a part of the 

new full  member of POSA as a technical commission, can be recognised as associate member of the POSA 

continental federation where ever the Federation is located. The approval of the associate membership will  

be decided by the POSA Continental Federation Executive Committee. 
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17. The next world championship of WAAPA will  be recognised as the world champion for aerial disciplines of 

POSA. For pole sports it will  be the POSA-International Pole Sport Winter Cup, using the judge and rules of 

POSA. The top 3 of each category of the Pole Sport competition will  qualify for the 2019 European Pole Sport 

Championship it to be held in Minsk on the first weekend of June 2019. The top 3 of the Amateur categories, 

will  qualify for the CSIT- World Sport Games 2019 which will  be held in Tortosa (Spain), in the first week of 

July.  

Novazzano, 16-08-2018 
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